Dear Friend of the Anti-Choice Project,
We are well underway now for our fourth year unmasking the
“Choice” of abortion, which the death-dealers have strategically
kept hidden for forty years. Sadly, it is still hidden from view in
most American towns, but not those where a chapter of the AntiChoice Project has been established.
The beauty of our campaign is that we provide the means for as
few as two or three pro-lifers to radically reshape the collective
mindset on abortion in their own hometown. Anti-Choice Project
chapters are incredibly efficient in that all our staff members are
convicted pro-life volunteers and the start-up cost for signs and
security cameras is less than $2,000. Two-thousand dollars and
two dedicated volunteers can bring a Planned Parenthood killing
center to its knees.

ACP Kansas City chapter directors, Caleb & April Pearson,
exposing abotion on the streets of Kansas City, MO

ABORTION-ON-DEMAND IS LOSING GROUND
At the end of 2011 and after three years of ACP protests in Silverdale,
Washington, the Planned Parenthood office in that town closed. A Planned
Parenthood spokeswoman cited only a shortage of funding. But it is also true
that the abortion giant grew far less popular in public opinion thanks to ACP’s
twice-weekly displays of their handiwork outside the two local Planned
Parenthood facilities.
Kristen Walker of the pro-life organization Live Action recently blogged about
her attendance at a Planned Parenthood presentation in Dallas titled “Trust
Texas Women” (In The Lion’s Den: Undercover At A Pro-Abortion Meeting,
ACP Missoula protesting in the cold of winter
Live Action News). At the event, Kelly Hart, Director of Public Affairs for
Planned Parenthood of North Texas, lamented recent cuts in state funding for abortion and the closing of five “health
centers.” Hart was followed by Nancy Northup, President of the Center for Reproductive Rights, who warned that an
“avalanche of anti-choice laws” had fallen on the country in 2011 – fifty in the state of Texas alone. After summarizing the
content of the speeches and the Q&A session, Walker ends her piece by saying:
“It is just as bad as we fear it is, but it’s far worse for them. The pro-life movement is making headway, and they know it.
Whatever it is you’re doing, keep doing it, and do more of it.”— Kristen Walker, Live Action blogger, 2012

Rest assured that the Anti-Choice Project, for one, is committed to doing just that.

MAN LASHES OUT ON OUR SIGNS AND CAMERA
One of the surest ways we know we are being effective is when pro-aborts lash out against us. This happened most recently
during a protest on May 2nd in front of Olympic College in Bremerton, Washington. Twenty-one-year-old Kenrick Bradley
approached ACP Co-founder, Andrew St.Hilaire, and cursed at him for displaying pictures of abortion in public. He then

grabbed Andrew’s two signs, threw them over a nearby fence, and
fled. When Andrew pursued him to capture the license plate of his
vehicle on film, Bradley returned to take the camera from him
and, presumably, destroy the evidence. What our assailant did not
realize, however, was that everything he did was also captured on
a second camera from across the street. Nevertheless, his attempt
to confiscate Andrew’s camera failed, and, within hours of
providing the evidence to police, Bradley was arrested and
charged with assault and malicious mischief. (Watch a video of
the incident on our website.)
Kenrick Bradley is a case-study on why all ACP chapters are
supplied with high definition cameras and why every protest is
video recorded for the duration of the protest. The safety and
security of our volunteers is paramount, and our policy on security
cameras is one method of ensuring that.

MARCH OF DIMES FACED WITH TRUTH
In a case of Providential Irony, we conducted a protest in
Silverdale, Washington on Saturday, May 5th, which coincided
with a rally/walk of several hundred for the March of Dimes – all
of who passed through the very intersection at which we were
standing. The March of Dimes organization, whose slogan is, “Working together for stronger, healthier babies” has
provided grant money to Planned Parenthood, and supports federally-funded embryo-destructive stem cell research
(Seven Reasons to Boycott the March of Dimes, Life Issues Institute). So we
were not the least surprised when the overwhelming majority of comments
and looks we received from March of Dimes supporters was disgust – not at
abortion – but at those who would dare to expose it. Their concern for babies
is limited to those who are born, and the warm-fuzzy they had been getting
throughout their morning charity walk was quickly dampened when
confronted with the stomach-turning reality of America’s participation in
baby-killing.
Kenrick Bradley was arrested and charged with assault and
malicious mischief after taking and throwing our signs and
attempting to destroy one of our security cameras. Watch the
video posted on our website at antichoiceproject.com.

Thanks to your support, we are able to continue working and expanding this
project, which Father Frank Pavone of Priests for Life describes as the most
important: “There is no activity in the pro-life movement more important and
effective than to stand on the streets of America and expose the graphic reality
of abortion.”

March of Dimes marches through our ACP protest
in Silverdale, WA

START AN ACP CHAPTER

Sincerely Yours,

Would you be interested in starting an ACP
chapter? Could you share this newsletter with
someone you know who might be? Anyone
interested can connect with us through the Chapter
Application form available on our website.

DONATE

Tom Herring
Co-Director, Anti-Choice Project

Andrew St.Hilaire
Co-Director, Anti-Choice Project

Your regular, tax-deductibe, gift of $50, $25, $10
or $5 helps us to expand our life-saving projects
into more and more cities in need of seeing the
truth about abortion. Set up a recurring gift with
your credit or debit card by visiting our website at
www.antichoiceproject.com and clicking “Donate”
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